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Hi!
● I am Leila. Wikidata ID: Q27826865.
● I am originally from Iran.
● I am a senior research scientist in Wikimedia Foundation.
● I work in the San Francisco office. Kind of.
● I’ve been in the Foundation for the past almost 4 years.
● I  research, I  people.



My life as a research 
scientist





First things first:



Research scientist
or 

Data scientist?



Research 
scientist

● Make sense of data
● Design experiments
● Are further away from 

product teams
● Answer what 

questions we should 
ask

● Publish, give talks, 
co-organize events

● Make sense of data
● Design experiments
● Consult on product 

design
● Have relatively fast 

cycles with product 
(engineers, product 
managers, …)

Data
scientist







Wikimedia Foundation
● Non-profit organization (donations are key)
● Headquarter in San Francisco
● ~270 employees
● Almost 50% working remotely. Really remotely!
● What do we exactly do?



It’s tricky!
● We don’t touch the content of the projects.
● We also don’t set policies for the projects.
● We don’t generally interfere with the governance of 

the projects.

All of that is done by Wikimedia Volunteers. There are 
more than 220,000 of them! They own the projects!



It’s easy!
● We empower and engage people to collect and develop 

educational content under a free license and to 
disseminate it effectively and globally.

● We do this in coordination with volunteers, chapters, etc
● We keep the websites up and running, write part of the 

software you see on Wikipedia, handle specific types of 
legal challenges*, we do research, ...

* https://transparency.wikimedia.org/



Global

Privacy

Volunteers

Time-zones

Empower

Free

Knowledge
Written communication

Open documentation

Diverse



But what does this all 
mean?



Let’s look at some 
examples!



2015



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

English Wikipedia (950,277)
Native Speakers 527M



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Russian Wikipedia (298,215)
Native Speakers 254M



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Spanish Wikipedia (261,495)
Native Speakers 389M



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Portuguese Wikipedia (185,133)
Native Speakers 193M



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Arabic Wikipedia (87,017)
Native Speakers 467M



Wouldn’t it be good 
if we build a system 
that recommends 
to people what 
articles to create 
next?



The system
Find RecommendRank
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Design of the experiment

random

held-back

Articles

personalized
100K

100K

100K

Editors

6K

6K



What happened next?

“Oh, I forgot to tell you that I find the idea nice, perhaps even brilliant (let’s not be only negative).”

“i know how hard it is to work with 70,000 back sit drivers, so i think you deserve some nice words”

“Merci pour me contacter. C'est une honneur d'avoir reçu votre courriel.”

“What are you doing, trying to scare contributors away from Wikipedia ?
Congratulations, you are doing a fine job -- great way to waste donor's money !”

“Test language pairs in both directions. Only You can Stop Language Imperialism! If you're 
testing EN --> FR, also test FR --> EN (and either make it easy for anyone to try the 
experiment in their own language-pair, or try at least two lang-pairs yourself)”



Key takeaways
● Wikipedia is a living system and experiments need to be 

much more tightly designed
● Designing editor centric experiments are hard: you want 

to involve them more, but if you do that, it can have 
impact on the results.

● Incidents like this result in lack of trust. You have to 
work really hard to gain it back.

● The experiment worked. https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.03235



Trust
Wikipedia is a living project. Building trust 
with the users (or the owners of your project) 
is key for any research we do. Without that, 
we can publish but we cannot have direct 
impact on Wikipedia!



2016



These webrequst 
logs. I’m sure we 
can do something 
useful with them.

https://wikitech.wikimedia.org/wiki/Analytics/Data_Lake/Traffic/Webrequest



Yes, but what?



We look at the data!
We quickly learn that 

we just have too many 
of it!



Call for a meeting!
● We sit with the Reading team for an hour and 

brainstorm about possible questions we can ask that 
can be useful for them.

● We identify three areas:
○ Building a taxonomy of Wikipedia readers
○ Building a taxonomy of Wikipedia articles as they 

are read by the readers
○ Learn how people learn on Wikipedia



Why We Read 
Wikipedia

Philipp Singer*, Florian Lemmerich*, Robert West, 
Leila Zia, Ellery Wulczyn, Markus Strohmaier, Jure Leskovec

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05379



The readers
Every second, 6000 Wikipedia pages are viewed by people -- 
And we don’t know why!

We want to understand the needs and motivations of the  
people behind these pageviews.



But where to start?
Webrequest logsSurveys +

CC BY SA 4.0, Singer, Philipp, et al. "Why We Read Wikipedia" 



What to ask?

Survey 1: 
build the 
taxonomy

(en)

Research, 
Engineering, 

Legal, 
Community



“Personal interest about 
conflicts in middle east”

“Confirming address for 
shipment going to this town”

“Studying for  my med school test”

“So I can see the country’s 
population”

“NY Times today mentioned Operation 
Wetback, alluded to by Trump in debate, & 
wanted to learn more.”

“Interest and curiosity”

“To find out more 
information about 
this aircraft.”

“Because I am in a 
very boring art 
lesson”

“To see a movie summary”

“Someone came by my 
desk talking about The 
Last Man on Earth 
(movie). So I looked it up.”“I had previously edited it.”



Information 
need

Prior 
knowledge

motivation

I am reading this article to
❏ Look up a specific fact or to get a quick answer.
❏ get an overview of the topic.
❏ get an in-depth understanding of this topic.

Prior to visiting this article
❏ I was not familiar with the topic and I am learning about it for the first time.
❏ I was already familiar with the topic.

I am reading this article because
Please select all answers that apply
❏ the topic was references in a piece of media (e.g., TV, radio, article, film, 

book).
❏ I need to make a personal decision based on this topic (e.g. to buy a book, 

choose a travel destination).
❏ I am bored and randomly exploring Wikipedia for fun.
❏ the topic came up in a conversation.
❏ I have a work or school-related assignment.
❏ I want to know more about a current event (e.g. a soccer game, a recent 

earthquake, somebody’s death)
❏ this topic is important to me and I want to learn more about it. (e.g., to learn 

about a culture).
❏ Other

Why are you reading this article today?



What to ask? 

Survey 1: 
build the 
taxonomy

(en)

Survey 2: 
assess 

robustness
(en, es, fa)



What to ask?

Survey 1: 
build the 
taxonomy

(en)

Survey 2: 
assess 

robustness
(en, es, fa)

Survey 3: 
the grand 

survey
(en)



The grand survey
● Duration: 1 week
● Sampling rate: 1 out of 50
● English Wikipedia, mobile and desktop
● On article pages and to those with DNT off
● Participants: 29,372



Information need



Prior knowledge



Prior knowledge
Users who report familiarity with articles and topics read:

● spare-time oriented topics, such as sports, 21st century, 
TV/movies/novels

● popular articles
● longer articles
● articles that are more central in the link network



Motivation



Motivation: work/school
Those motivated by work or school projects:

● read articles about war & history, mathematics, 
technology, biology, chemistry, literature & arts

● read topics that are related to academic and professional 
activities than to leisure

● stay longer on an individual page
● are more likely to use external search engines
● use Wikipedia desktop version



Motivation: bored/rand.
Those who are bored or are randomly exploring Wikipedia:

● read articles about sports, 21st century, TV/movie/novels
● read topics that are more spare-time oriented
● spend only little time on individual articles
● come to Wikipedia more often
● switch topics frequently
● are more likely to use internal navigation



English Wikipedia is read in a wide 
variety of use cases -- readers differ in 

their motivation triggers, depth of 
information, and prior familiarity

Key takeaway



But, what about the 
other languages?



Engage
● Talk with volunteers about the past results
● Gauge interest in the research
● Call for languages 
● Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Dutch, English, German, 

Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Japanese, Romanian, 
Russian, Spanish, and Ukrainian



Prepare and run
● Ask volunteers to translate the survey to their 

languages
● Set up one on one meetings with volunteers (in 

many time-zones) to go over the translations and 
make sure of the accuracy

● Inform the broader language community of the 
start time of the survey. Wait to hear back

● Run the survey
● We are analyzing the results now



Key takeaways
● Working as a research scientist in Wikimedia requires 

the usual data scientist skills, but also a lot of
○ Human and social skills
○ Empathy
○ Flexibility
○ Passion (for free knowledge for everyone)



And if this speaks to you
● Come to our IRC channel #wikimedia-research at 

Freenode to chat more (look for leila or lzia)
● Talk to Bob, he has a lot of cool projects in mind
● Leave me a message at 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:LZia_(WMF)

● And if you really have to, email: 
leila@wikimedia.org ;)



Questions?


